
BAR AND RESTAURANT FEASIBILITY

A well-established catering company in eastern Pennsylvania contacted Ground Floor Partners to conduct a feasibility
study for a large restaurant and bar they had been planning. However, when renovation began, the project experienced
significant cost overruns (several hundred.

Instituting a number of chicken and pork dishes while prices remain low, for example, keeps your costs low
and profit high. Solving an issue before it even becomes a problem, sets you up for success. He or she will be
able to provide answers to questions from experience, which will quickly prove to be valuable. No matter the
current state of restaurants in your intended area, be prepared to defend why your restaurant would make a
splash there despite the existing number. Department of Commerce Census Bureau website is a good place to
begin your research. At the heart of Reptica Resto Bar fine dining is a deep regard for our valued guests who
will patronize our ideals and aspirations in putting up this business. Here is where you may want to consider
asking for working capital. New software used properly can help you cut costs in every beverage and food
area. Speak to how and why it will appeal to the market you just outlined in the previous section. It should
have supporting charts and documents like a pro forma income statement and a sales forecast â€” all with clear
rationale for how you came to the numbers you reached. Make sure parking is ample and easy for customers to
access. He needs to understand how to make the kitchen operation run smoothly. The study takes into account
the cost of material and labor. Review the Competition Look not only at the total number of restaurants in
your immediate area but also at the styles of restaurants that are prevalent. Competitive advantage for your
area. The expertise that The Restaurant Group provides will surely be a vital tool as you begin your new
business venture. A simple feasibility study could save you time, money, and a huge headache. Analyze the
strengths and weaknesses of each major competitor and determine whether your proposed restaurant will stand
apart from competitors and be memorable to customers. Train your staff in portioning. Similarly, labor
amounts to 25 to 35 percent of the total operational budget. You may also find that given the food cost
projections, the prices you will have to charge are higher than your local market will support. Study the
Industry Join your state or local restaurant and hospitality organizations. Attribute most of that tiny margin to
food costs and you have an overarching reason to control costs. Attend their meetings, talk with other
restaurant owners and review any statistical information they publish about the growth and health of the
industry. What is a Feasibility Study? A compelling Market Overview and Analysis section will require
thorough research into the current state of your intended market â€” both industrial and demographic.
Break-even point in dollars and in time. Share this: TRG, The Restaurant Group is an organization of
hands-on operating professionals specializing in consulting services, restaurant operations, management,
design and branding. This section is not one to short change. Comparing this with your buffet cost gives you
the profit margin. In the briefest of terms, break even point in a restaurant is calculated by dividing total fixed
costs by the difference between average revenue per guest and average variable cost per guest. What is the
demographic of your market? This is where idea meets actuality. To see the complete list, visit The Restaurant
Group. Entrepreneurs who start new restaurants may overestimate the size of the market in their area and not
take into account the tough competition they will face from established restaurants with loyal clientele. To see
break even fleshed out in further detail, read more about it here. Consider looking into a different food
supplier, exploring a different location with cheaper rent, tweaking the concept to fit the demographics of the
population, or conducting another round of market research to dig into the price sensitivity of your target
customers. Are you an entrepreneur with multiple successful business launches? Know Your Industry The
restaurant industry is among the most unique in the world, so put the time into understanding it better. Obtain
Market Statistics Studying demographic characteristics such as age and income will help you estimate the size
of your potential market. Plan the menu with profit in mind. A feasibility study evaluates the variables in a
particular project, such as starting a new restaurant. Reptica Resto Bar fine dining was derived from the
different characteristic of the members.


